
Chapter 2.

The Natural Language Processing
module.

Going one level deeper in our description of TTS systems is almost straightforward as
far as the NLP module is concerned. In fact, we can split it, with no loss of generality1,
into three sub-blocks (Fig. 2.1) : a Text Analyser (TA), a Grapheme-To-Phoneme
transcriber (GTP), and a Prosody Generator (PG). We will first describe GTP and PG,
and draw conclusions about the information they should be provided with by TA.

2.1. Automatic Phonetization.
The GTP module is responsible for the automatic determination of the phonetic
transcription of the incoming text2. The problems it addresses are thus typically
language-dependent. In the following paragraphs, examples are given for French but
most of the conclusions can be drawn, mutatis mutandis, from other languages.

                                           

1Obviously, there is no reason to introduce a feedback from GTP or PG to TA. However, a data flow from GTP
to PG is needed, since intonative and rhythmic decisions partly depend on the particular sequence of phonemes
to be pronounced. In all generality, rhythmic constraints (such as speech articulation rate) also have to be taken
into account in GTP. Practically, these are considered as global parameters, so that no data flow is needed from
PG to GTP.

2A short but comprehensive recall of the basic terminology used in phonetics is given in Appendix 1.
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The French language disposes of a rich vocabulary. Even if most natives hardly use
more than 5000 words3, the Petit Robert [Robert 72] denotes more than 50,000 lexical
entries and is merely, with its 2000 pages, a simplified version of the more exhaustive
Robert (5600 pages). Yet only canonical forms are included. Taking plural, feminine,
and conjugated forms into account rises the total number of common words to be
transcribed up to several millions, not to mention proper nouns, the pronunciation of
which is not always clearly established.
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Figure 2.1. The skeleton of the NLP module.

It is well known that the pronunciation of words generally differs from their spelling.
Besides, there are few languages for which the discordance between writing and
speech is so important, English being another example. This phenomenon partly
originates in the natural delay between the spoken language, in perpetual evolution,
and the much more rigid written one. As a matter of fact, we now pronounce French as
it was spoken several centuries ago (the word 'enfant', e.g., was pronounced [Enfant]
in the Middle-Ages [Nyrop 63]). No wonder, as emphasizes [Allen 76], that in these
conditions some very usual words are so awkwardly inclined not to conform to well
established pronunciation rules. Just think of the fact that 'es', when encountered at the
end of a word, in generally transcribed into [@], except in 'mes', 'tes', 'ses', ...! 4

                                           

3The Centre de Recherches pour un Trésor de la Langue Française only denotes 4730 words with a frequency
of use greater than 0.01 % [IMBS 71]. These figures have been computed on a corpus of 23.5 million words,
extracted from a sampling of texts written in the second half of the XXth century.

4However, this simple delay, common to all languages, cannot be held responsible for the disproportionate
problems encountered in French. Actually, the conscious archaism of our ancestors, clerks, attorneys, lawyers,
still widely contributed to spreading confusion. In the XVIth century, for instance, scholars began, respectfully
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As a consequence, the ideal rule "one character = one phoneme" is hardly respected in
French. Exceptions are of four types :

1. A single character can call two phonemes, as for 'x' [ks].

2. Several characters can produce a single phoneme, like in 'qu' [k].

3. A given sequence of characters can be pronounced in different ways, depending
on their context, like for 'en' : [@n] in 'avenir', [â] in 'entrée', [ân] in 'enivrer',
and [ê] in 'viendra'.

4. Inversely, a single phoneme can result from several spellings, like for [s] : 's' in
'seul', 'c' in 'ancêtre', 't' in 'action'.

Yet pronunciations of isolated common words (in their canonical form) can be found
in phonetic dictionaries ([Robert 72],[Warnant 87] are reference ones). Derived forms
are assumed to be pronounced with the help of a list of simple rules described in
introductory pages, and forms that do not respect them are explicitly transcribed.

It thus seems that the task of the GTP module is as simple as performing the equivalent
of a dictionary look-up5 ! From a deeper examination, however, one quickly realizes
that many words are proposed several transcriptions. Some of them are optional (we
will denote them as variants and transcribe the less usual pronunciation between
brackets), while others are obligatory, in which case the decision of using a given
pronunciation depends on higher level information than word spelling alone (we will
therefore call them word level ambiguities). Here is a coarse list of them :

• Double consonants are generally merged, except in  scholar pronunciations :
'grammaire' = [gRam(m)ER].

• Foreign words often admit two transcriptions : gas-oil = [gazOjl],[gazwal].

• Assimilations are another source of phonetic variation. They originate in
articulatory constraints and result in a change of some phonetic traits of a given
phoneme, given the corresponding traits of some of its neighbours6. Assimilations

                                                                                                                               

in Greek an Latin, to overload their writing with lots of so-called 'etymological' characters, which were often
purely ornamental (like x,y,z), with the only intention of lengthening lines. Since then, we have been
constrained to write 'doigt', 'sept', and 'pauvre' (from 'digitum', 'septem', and 'pauperem') instead of 'doit', 'set',
and 'povre' as was the case in the XIth century...

5Independently of the practical method adopted to do it : let us recall that we are not interested in architectural
descriptions for the time being.

6Assimilations are particular cases of co-articulation. Some of them change a phoneme into another one, so that
they can be explicitly mentioned in phonetic transcriptions; the others are scarcely notified.
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that affect consonants are most often nasality (like in 'assimilation de nasalité'
when pronounced [asimilasjônnazalite]) or sonority ones (like in 'assimilation
de sonorité' when transcribed into [asimilasjôtsonoRite]). They principally occur
in very fluent speech.

Vowel harmony assimilations also affect unstressed vowels, mainly by a change of
their aperture in a given context, even in articulated speech. In this manner, [e] can
be changed into [ε] when encountered in a closed syllable due to the disappearing
of some mute 'e', like in 'céderait' [sε(e)dRε] or 'événement' [evE(e)nmâ].
Similarly, [E] can be replaced by [e] before [i], [y], or [u] in an open syllable, like
in 'aimer' [e(ε)me].

• Heterophonic homographs, i.e. words that are pronounced differently even though
they have the same spelling, constitute by far the most tedious class of ambiguities.
They are more usual than one might think at first : from the 4000 homographs
presented in [INALF 84], about 70 are heterophonic, some of which having a very
high frequency (just think of 'est' : noun or verb). They always denote a difference
of meaning, but can, fortunately, often be detected from a syntactic analysis alone.
Indeed, most of them are encountered in verb/non-verb pairs. A very limited
number of ambiguities, however, require a real understanding of the sentence to be
read (e.g. 'les fils' = [lefis], [lefil]).

Furthermore, the pronunciation of a word is submitted to sentence level constraints, in
the following cases :

• Phonetic liaisons affect final consonants of words immediately followed by a
vocalic sound. This results in the pronunciation of consonants that otherwise
disappear ('ils aiment' [ilzεm]) or in a change of their pronunciation ('bon élève'
[bOnelεv]; this effect is denoted as unnasalization). Some are obligatory ('très
utile' [tRεzytil]), some are optional ('deux à deux' [dφ(z)adφ]), others are
prohibited ('plat exquis' [plaεkski]). [Delattre 66] gives a comprehensive analysis
of their functioning, from which they appear to be mainly conditioned by the
speaking style (for variants) and the degree of syntactic dependency between
neighbouring words (for ambiguities)7.

• Mute 'e'  is another source of concern. A simple rule, known as the 'règle des trois
consonnes' states that 'e' is pronounced when its removal would force to utter a
sequence of hardly pronounceable consonants (typically three : 'table rouge'
[tabl@Ruj]). In practice however, things are much more complex  : [@] is also

                                           

7It is interesting to notice that final consonants were always pronounced in ancient French. Phonetic liaisons
are thus the survival of old times : they are now applied when the dependency between words has been strong
enough to maintain this habit.
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maintained before 'h' that is not dropped ('le héros' [l@ero]), sometimes at the
beginning of rhythm groups ('pesez-les' [p@zele]), or before groups as
'liquid+semi-vowel' :  'vous seriez' [vus@rje]; rhythmic constraints have an
influence when sequences of possibly muted 'e''s are encountered ('ce que je ne te
redirai pas '), etc ... Lots of variants also exist, the most striking example being the
well-known resistance of 'e' in southern regions of France.

• Possible vowel lengthenings (whether phonetic or phonemic ones) can be detected
at word level, but it is necessary to know the rhythmic groups limits inside the
sentence to determine whether they are actually applied or not.

All these problems are summarized in table 2.1.

Problem Type Level Information

Double consonants variant word/sentence reading style

Foreign words variant word reading style

Assimilations variant/ambiguity word/sentence reading style,
pronunciation of

neighbours

Heterophonic
homographs

ambiguity word part-of-speech,
meaning (rare)

Mute 'e' variant/ambiguity sentence syntactic articulation,
pronunciation of

neighbours

Phonetic links variant/ambiguity sentence syntactic articulation,
pronunciation of

neighbours

Vocalic lengthening ambiguity sentence syntactic articulation

Table 2.1. Reasons why the GTP module cannot be reduced to a simple
dictionary look-up process.

Column 'Type' separates variants (optional pronunciations) from word level
ambiguities (imposed pronunciations that depend on supra-lexical
information). Column 'Level' specifies whether the problem is particular to
transcribing words alone, sentences alone, or both. 
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Column 'Information' refers to the information that is needed to solve
ambiguities or choose between variants.

Clearly, in order to be able to associate a single and accurate transcription with each
word of a sentence, the GTP should be assigned a given speaking style (scholar or
informal ?, speedy or slow?, ...)8, and have access to higher level information (syntax
and occasionally semantics) when needed.

2.2. Prosody Generation.
Clearly, the impression of naturalness that issues from a TTS system is on a par with
the richness of the intonative contours and the quality of the rhythmic patterns (in a
word : the prosody9) it is able to apply on the speech it produces. The Prosody
Generator is responsible for these two supra-segmental aspects. We shall now examine
its requirements, after a few words on the difficulty of deriving a consistent
transcription system for prosody.

2.2.1. Transcribing prosody : an open problem.

It is reasonably possible to describe prosody numerically, in the form of a sequence of
pitch values and phone durations (just as it is possible to describe the segmental
features of speech in the form of a sequence of spectral vectors), with the help of
related pitch analysis algorithms and speech segmentation systems. Extracting the very
phonological nature of these data (by confusing them when they convey the same
information10), however, is much more problematic. Indeed, even though the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) appeared more than one century ago, its
prosodic counterpart has not yet been settled down. It is nevertheless a fundamental
requirement for the development of linguistic theories and for the outgrowth of speech
applications (both recognition and synthesis). Better still, the related terminology itself
is subject to wide variations among authors.

                                           

8Some aspects of our pronunciation also vary from one person to another, or simply from one moment to
another, which made [Nyrop 63] say : "A quoi bon vouloir établir un seul bon usage quand la pratique nous
apprend tous les jours qu'il y en plusieurs ?". Consequently, some arbitrary choices  have to be made as well.

9More precisely, an accurate reproduction of the dynamic evolution of the amplitude of speech sounds is also
important. However, since the intensity of a given phoneme is approximately constant throughout its
appearings in a message that is read with no special emphasis, we shall consider that it is an intrinsic feature of
phonemes.

10It is often argued, in cognitive science, that the process of learning actually corresponds to un-learning
meaningless differences.
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Many reasons can be put forward for these paradoxes :

• Most linguistic assertions are based on minimal pairs. The point is that, as opposed
to segmental features, which can easily be given binary values (voiced/unvoiced,
nasalized/ non-nasalized, ...), supra-segmental ones form a continuum. Defining
elementary prosodic units, or 'prosodemes', therefore strongly interacts with
perception : to what extent are two given prosodic realizations significantly
different  ?

• Prosodic facts are intrinsically relative; they do not correspond to absolute pitch
and duration values. Identical intonative or rhythmic sequences, for instance, can
be understood very differently, depending on their prosodic context. As a result,
laying the foundations of a prosody transcription system implies to simultaneously
define some prosodic alphabet and some syntax to solve such ambiguities, by
restricting the set of admissible prosodic strings.

• Prosody is at the same time the most universal and the most language specific
characteristic of speech. As a matter of fact, all languages make use of a common
basic prosodic material, but combine it in rather different ways. It follows that,
once some prosodic alphabet and syntax have been defined for a given language,
their generalization to others is seldom possible.

A number of transcription formalisms have nevertheless been developed over years.
They are mainly :

• Tonetics, initially proposed by [Crystal 69] (the British school) to describe the
intonation of British English. Speech is divided into tone groups composed of
syllables classified as unstressed, stressed (= longer or louder), accented
(= stress+pitch accent), or nuclear (= main accent, final). Nuclear syllables are
associated nuclear tones, which can be either a fall, a rise, a fall-rise, or a rise-fall.

• Stylization methods, which present pitch curves as piecewise linear (cfr the IPO
model, developed over the past thirty years at IPO, Eindhoven ['t Hart et al 90]) or
quadratic (cfr [Hirst 83]) functions of time (on a log scale) obtained by
interpolating a finite number of pattern points.

• The Pierrehumbert formalism [Pierrehumbert & Beckman 88] (the American
school), recently turned into the ToBI (TOnes and Break Indices) system, which
organizes sentences into intonational phrases, splitted into intermediate phrases,
themselves composed of syllables. The basic tone levels are either high (H) or low
(L), in the local pitch range (i.e. they do not correspond to absolute pitch values).
They are positionned at every intonational or intermediate phrase boundary, and on
every accented syllable, with a number of diacritics (-,+,%,*,!) which modify their
interpretation. A generalization of ToBI to european languages is now being tested.
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• Recently, the SAMPROSA (SAM PROsodic Alphabet) symbol set has been
proposed as a standardized way to describe prosody [ESPRIT SAM 92]. It covers,
on purpose, a lot of other transcription systems.

2.2.2. From text to prosody.

It is often, wrongly, assumed that the intonation we apply on the sentences we read is
only a function of their punctuation. As a matter of fact, punctuation marks are just the
visible sign of the strong structuration of a language, for which intonation acts as the
echo, the acoustic trait that should help the listener to perceive all its subtlety.

Prosody, as we shall see, appeals to each and every level of linguistic competence of
the reader : lexicon, syntax, semantics, and even pragmatics.

2.2.2.1. Lexicon and prosody.

In a great number of languages, known as tone languages (which roughly include
Chinese, most African languages, and Swedish), intonation is lexically distinctive, in
the sense that some words in the lexicon are distinguished by their intonation alone. In
order to account for them, the IPA includes some intonative symbols (namely the rise,
fall, high tone, low tone, rise-fall, and fall-rise). Fortunately enough, it is not the case
for stress languages like French and English, though stress can be lexically distinctive
in English (which therefore belongs to the family of stress-dependent, or free stress
languages), while it is fixed for French.

In contrast, phoneme duration has some lexical significance in French ('patte', 'pâte').
This phenomenon is known as phonemic lengthening (see Appendix one).

2.2.2.2. Syntax and prosody.11

Given the relative simplicity of syntactic analysis in comparison with the many (and
yet mostly unsolved) problems raised by automatic handling of semantics, the possible
description of prosody as a function of some syntactic relationship between words
associated into groups and phrases is of fundamental importance for TTS synthesis.

Intuitively, it makes sense to assume that syntax plays an important role on prosody.
After all, intonative phrases often coincide with syntactic groups, and pauses are
seldom encountered between strongly associated words. The question is : is it possible
to read a text without really understanding it ?

                                           

11A comprehensive introduction to syntax and grammars is given in appendix 2.
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It was suggested in section 1.3 that we, as humans, derive the syntax we choose to
express a given idea from the idea itself, so that it is rather difficult for us to imagine
what our speech would be like if only syntactic information were available. From the
point of view of the PG module, the absence of meanings just results in a complete
interchangeability between words that are classified in the same syntactic category. A
similar result can be achieved if, for instance, we replace, in a given French sentence :

- every verb (except auxiliaries) by 'verber', which we assume to be a French
verb;
- every masculine noun by 'nom';
- every feminine noun by 'nomination';
- every adjective by 'adjectif' (considered as a French adjective);
- every adverb by 'adverbialement' (assumed to be a French adverb);

and if we apply on the substituted forms the declinations and conjugations of the
original ones. Clearly, a new sentence appears (denoted in the sequel as the generic
substitutes of the first one), which has lost most of its meaning, but little of its syntax.
Our initial question then turns into :

1. Is it possible to associate a natural prosody to sentences like :

Adverbialement, la nomination des nominations adverbialement adjectives sur
le nom est adjective pour verber une adjective nomination.

or

Il est adjectif, en nomination adjective, de verber adverbialement certaines
nominations de nomination (une nomination a été verbée ou verbée par une
autre), même si celles-ci verbent à verber la nomination des noms qu'elles
verbent.

2. Is it possible to adapt the resulting prosody back to the original sentence12 so that
naturalness is preserved ? Indeed, since generic substitution slightly modifies the
rhythm of the sentence, by changing word lengths and internal phonetic structure, the
prosody applied on substitutes is somewhat different from the desired one.

                                           

12Our examples are generic substitutes of :

Cependant, la qualité des voix actuellement disponibles sur le marché est insuffisante pour permettre
une large diffusion.

Il est courant, en lecture rapide, d'ignorer inconsciemment certaines fautes de typographie (une lettre
a été oubliée ou remplacée par une autre), même si celles-ci tendent à tronquer la prononciation des
mots qu'elles affectent.
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Obviously, the answer to question 1 is 'yes', in most cases. It makes sense to assume
that it is also the case for question 2, provided the number of generic classes is chosen
large enough. Finding how this can be achieved is the main task of the Prosody
Generation module.

2.2.2.3. Semantics and prosody.

It may happen that the information reduction process performed by generic substitution
gives birth syntactic level ambiguities (i.e. several syntactic structures are found to
correspond to the same generic substitute).  As a result, several rather different, but
equally probable, prosodic patterns can be applied on the substitute, but only one
closely matches the original sentence, given its meaning. This is the case for instance
in :

'Les noms verbaient la nomination de leur nom.'

which might indifferently come from

'Les invités entendaient la chanson de leur fenêtre.'
or

'Les invités entendaient la chanson de leur hôte.'

Clearly, in order to solve this ambiguity, it is necessary to know that windows cannot
sing (although poets occasionally assume that objects have a spirit). A high quality
TTS system should be able to detect such conflictuous situations and try to solve them
in some way, either by finding a common and somewhat neutral prosody for all cases,
or by applying local semantic rules to make the right decision.

2.2.2.4. Pragmatics and prosody.

The intonative patterns produced by a given reader depend on his (or her) own
personality as well. They are related to numerous features that have nothing to do with
syntax or semantics, such as the position of the reader in relation to his (or her)
reading, or the aesthetic dimension he (she) wants to confer on the text to be read.
Pragmatics is the part of linguistics which studies such extra-textual influences. It
behoves it to account for the prosodic processes that allow a reader to be involved in
his (or her) reading.

To make a long story short, the absence of a universal prosody transcription
framework, together with the implication of prosody in many linguistic description
levels makes it very hard to build a widely accepted theory of intonation and rhythm.
In that respect, it is striking to notice how different the respective approaches of
linguists and engineers are. Most linguistic research on prosody tends to focus on very
specific points, for which a deep study is performed and a number of narrow but
accurate conclusions are drawn. Their re-organization into a general view, however, is
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far from being simple. In contrast, engineers often adopt a more pragmatic behaviour,
by trying to build up general but unavoidably simplistic and somewhat erroneous
prosody generation modules. Clearly, advances in this intricate area are at the price of
a constructive partnership between both parties.

2.3. Text analysis.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 have highlighted the need for some syntactic processing in a High
Quality Text-To-Speech system. Indeed, being able to reduce a given sentence into its
generic transform, and to further describe it in the form of a syntactic tree, which
unveils its internal structure, is required for at least two reasons :

1. Error-free phonetic transcription can only be achieved provided the part of speech
category of some words is available, as well as if the dependency relationship
between successive words is known.

2. Natural prosody heavily relies on syntax (though semantics and pragmatics also
play an important part).

Text analysis and, better still, text comprehension, are some of the biggest challenges
taken up by Artificial Intelligence. Computational linguistics specialists have proposed
an impressive number of linguistic formalisms and inference methods (see Appendix
two). Nevertheless, their integration into TTS synthesis systems is submitted to
important practical and economical constraints : the system should run in real time on
a reasonably cheap machine.
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